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Excerpt from The Ladder of Learning: To Be Ascended Early in Morning; Embellished With
Numerous Neatly Coloured EngravingsFirst Step in the Ladder of Learning.Spelling.This is
the boy who got up early in the morning,And then set his foot on the Ladder of Learning.The
first step was spelling;The boy was quite willing;He soon learnd to spell.And that very well,By
rising; so early one fine summers morning,And setting his foot on the Ladder of LearningStep
the Second in the Ladder of Learning.Reading.Would you know the next step in this Ladder so
bightIt is reading, I tell you - your lessons go ply.By thus taking heed,He soon learnd to readA
good lesson indeed;He knew how to speltSo correctly and well,By rising so early one fine
summers morning,And setting his foot on the Ladder of Learning.About the
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sons : a _--The picture at the head of this invocation represents a neat and pretty .. of a frail
fairs bedchamber, which he has reached by means of a ladder resting .. It is evidently early
morning, before the customary studies have commenced. 1805. Embellished with numerous
engravings by T. Rowlandson. Reprint, 1820. _--The picture at the head of this invocation
represents a neat and pretty .. of a frail fairs bedchamber, which he has reached by means of a
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